
Controversy over testing is nothing new. But it has become a 
flashpoint in an often-heated debate about education reforms 
like the Common Core. Grantmakers who use test results to 
monitor the progress of their work and inform their decisions 
can help ensure the debate about testing is informed, too. 

Standardized tests have been part of the American education landscape for a century – and the 
controversy over the practice has as long a history as the exams themselves.

This age-old debate has reached a fever pitch at an unprecedented moment, as states prepare 
to administer new PARCC1 or Smarter Balanced2 tests in 2015.

The new tests are part of districts’ transition to Common Core State Standards,3 a rigorous 
set of academic expectations intended to close the gap between what schools ask of their 
students and what colleges and employers demand graduates know and are able to do. 
The standards are designed to ensure that all students – no matter their socio-economic 
background, zip code or gender – will be held to the same, high academic expectations.

These goals should not be controversial. Recent research finds that almost two-fifths of high-
school graduates are unprepared for college or a job,4 and that graduates of color are  
far less likely to meet college- and career-readiness benchmarks than white students.5 A  
wide-ranging coalition of civil rights groups has explicitly endorsed testing as an important 
tool in promoting educational equity.6

But in a sector that remains predominately local and accustomed to glacial change, such 
simultaneous changes can easily provoke strong reactions and drown out reasoned debate. 
A testing backlash is drawing attention away from the important goals of Common Core. 
Grantmakers have a critical role to play in keeping the focus on the reasons for reform.

Putting Challenges in Context

By addressing concerns about testing and helping frame the larger conversation, funders can 
take important steps to preserve a critical source of information about school, teacher and 
student performance. Below are five major challenges to current testing programs, along with 
responses and context to ground the conversation.
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 CHALLENGE  2

Tests can efficiently measure what material students have mastered. Teachers use them as 
an instructional tool, to determine whether their lessons were effective. While other sorts of 
assessments, like portfolios of student work, are important, teachers and schools need reliable, 
standard information about students’ skills to determine whether they are meeting their goals 
for learning.

In addition, current changes to academic standards aren’t ushering in a new era of testing. 
Schools have used standardized testing for more than a century. 7 Annual tests in grades 3-8, 
and once again in high school, have been required for more than a decade under the federal 
No Child Left Behind Act. Other exams, such as subject-based high school graduation tests, are 
required by individual states, not Common Core.

Some students are temporarily8 being “double-tested”9 as districts phase in new PARCC and 
Smarter Balanced exams, while continuing with the older state tests that are being replaced.

In addition, some districts10 have responded to other changes, such as new teacher evaluation 
systems, by adding smaller-scale tests throughout the school year. These additional exams are 
not mandated by federal law, but are largely local decisions.

A recent review11 found that districts order more tests than states or the federal law require. 
The federal No Child Left Behind law requires just nine tests from K-12: one per year in grades 
3-8, and one more during high school.
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 CHALLENGE  3

The states are stepping in to help districts limit testing time. An audit tool to help districts pare 
back their testing schedules was successfully piloted in Connecticut and released nationally12 
in 2014. Another group of states is exploring ways to streamline testing13 after the new tests 
begin in 2015, which U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan has said he supports14.

    An Opportunity for Funders: Education leaders in New York State and Connecticut15 
have begun grant programs to support districts’ efforts to audit their testing programs 
and reduce the amount of time students spend taking tests. Grantmakers can fund 
similar efforts in their states, regions or districts of impact.

Current controversy isn’t focused on testing itself, but on the bumpy transition17 to the new 
tests, including the current, temporary spate of double-testing.

In addition, standards-based education policies have become politicized recently, which is 
negatively affecting public opinion poll data.18 The Common Core “brand” may be part of 
the challenge in current testing debate. One recent survey19 found 53 percent of the public 
still supports Common Core State Standards – and 68 percent support the notion of common 
academic standards when the label “Common Core” is not used.

Still, many parents, educators and advocates support what testing achieves. A recent 2013 
poll20 found that three out of four parents supported regularly assessing student progress. 
The U.S. Department of Education,21 the Council of Chief State School Officers22 and a broad 
coalition of civil-rights groups23 have all explicitly endorsed annual standardized testing as a 
necessary tool to ensure all students have access to a rigorous education, regardless of their 
background or zip code.
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 CHALLENGE 4

Testing is an important tool for teaching and learning – assuming that the tests measure the 
right goals and provide timely, accurate information about what students do and do not know. 

When districts are giving meaningful tests, their content will look familiar to students at testing 
time. That’s because the tests and the academic standards they measure are fully aligned. Such 
alignment means that teachers and students have been focused on the content and skills that 
will help them achieve important academic goals.

Common Core standards, and the tests aligned to them, were designed with career and college 
readiness in mind. Unlike old fill-in-the-bubble exams, the new tests focus on “performance 
tasks” 24 – questions clustered around a theme or central question that can measure how well 
students apply knowledge.25 To succeed at such tasks, students can’t just memorize rote facts. 
They need a deep understanding of component skills and the ability to use those skills to  
solve problems. 

Those tasks are intended to mirror the sorts of skills students will need in adult life. That’s 
because the academic standards that guide the tests were devised by a broad group of 
experts, including leaders in the higher education26 and business communities.27 As a result, 
in addition to the basic “3Rs” of reading, writing and arithmetic, the standards and tests include 
a broad range of real-world skills, such as problem solving and analysis.

The tests can give teachers and parents more accurate, actionable information about whether 
students are on track to meet academic standards that are shared across much of the country. 
They will also provide important information about areas where students need to improve.
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 CHALLENGE 5

New Common Core State Standards set common, rigorous goals for every student, based on 
what they need to know and be able to do after graduation. Those high, uniform expectations 
are an important way to ensure equal educational opportunity for all. Testing is one way to 
ensure that that promise is kept to all students.28

To be sure, not all students will progress at the same pace throughout their school years. But 
standards and the tests that measure growth provide reliable checkpoints along the way. 
Results can help teachers tailor instruction29 to individual student needs, by revealing areas of 
strength and weakness.

Regular testing can help teachers make sure that all students are on track to access the 
broadest range of options by the time they reach high school graduation. Standardized testing 
supports equal opportunity for all.30

If testing is important to your work, speaking up about testing 
is important too. Helping others understand why standard 
assessments can improve education and ensure equity is a  
critical way funders can extend their support.
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More Challenges, More Resources

A lack of high-quality curriculum aligned to Common Core standards is hampering 
districts’ implementation efforts. Check out “The Curriculum Gap,” a new Grantmakers for 
Education resource that suggests strategies for grantmakers to help meet the need.
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